
LOCKING DOWN TEAM 
COLLABORATION          
WITH VERA.
Challenge

Robin Daniels, Chief Revenue Officer, joined Vera in 2014 when the data security 

startup had just launched with a staff of less than ten people. Since then, Vera has 

seen a considerable expansion, with over 60 employees across 3 offices. As the 

company’s size, clientele, and speed of doing business continued to accelerate, 

Daniels looked for a tool that could help Vera retain the advantages of being a 

nimble start-up as they grew larger – among these, continuous and spontaneous 

collaboration, and the ability to work quickly from anywhere.

Solution

join.me proved to be the missing link that made the difference between simply 

doing work and mastering their business. As Robin says, “We consider join.me a 

partner in our growth. Collaboration and sharing just becomes harder as a natural 

evolution of company growth, but with join.me we don’t lose that momentum or 

the creative spark we need to get great ideas going.” Teams all across Vera have 

found success using join.me:

• Marketing – the Vera marketing team uses join.me for quick internal and external 

collaboration, including iteration on PR pitches and analyst presentations.

• Sales – simple screen sharing allows the sales team to quickly and easily prove 

Vera’s value to customers in any location, from any location.

• Customer Support – product specialists provide customers with real-time 

troubleshooting, and customized walk-throughs of product enhancements.

• All teams value the simple setup and added personalization of join.me 

customized URLs.

Results

With dynamic platform that can keep up with the pace of their rapidly evolving 

business, Vera teams are showing work who’s boss. The productivity gains of using 

join.me have led to company-wide loyalty to the product, as evident when IT 

suggested trying GoToMeeting. “Everybody just rebelled,” remembers Robin with a 

laugh. “Everyone kept using join.me, because it was so much easier.”

 ŋ Visit join.me for more information.
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“We tried every platform out 
there — this is by far the 
best. join.me is an essential 
tool for everyone from 
product, to marketing, to 
sales, to customer support.”

– Robin Daniels, Chief  
Revenue Officer, Vera
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